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Zootopia | Disney For people raised with Disney, there's nothing as comforting as the fairytale production logo that plays before each of their movies. No doubt it welcomes you into the Disney world, which, let's be honest, is damn idyllic. There are talking animals, castles, pirates and princesses galrow. Disney is renowned for child-friendly animated films such as Frozen, The Lion
King and Finding Nemo, as well as live giants such as the Pirates of the Caribbean series. Currently one of hollywood's six major film studios, Walt Disney Pictures was founded as Disney Brothers Cartoon Studio in 1923. The company received four Nominations for Best Film including Nods for Mary Poppins (1964), Beauty and the Beast (1991), Up (2009) and Toy Story 3 (2010).
You don't have to dive into your old VHS tape box to watch a Disney classic. Today, many of the studio's most beloved titles can be found on Netflix. The streaming company signed a deal that made them the exclusive U.S. pay TV outlet for Disney movies. However, this agreement only includes selected movies, not the entire Disney library. Ready for some Disney nostalgia?
Check out the best Disney movies currently on Netflix. 1. Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl (2003) The first and arguably the best in the Pirates of the Caribbean series, this film introduced the world to Johnny Depp's eccentric captain Jack Sparrow while seeking revenge against Captain Barbossa (Geoffrey Rush). Along with Will Turner (Orlando Bloom), who
is trying to save his love, Elizabeth Swann (Keira Knightley), Sparrow tries to find and fight Barbossa and his army of undead pirates. 2. Tarzan (1999) After many rebootings and spin-offs including 2016's The Legend of Tarzan, he could pay to visit one of the first animated films in history. Tarzan has received praise from both critics and audiences for the film's animation and
dramatic soundtrack. At the time, the film was the most expensive animated film ever made and grossed $448.2 million worldwide. Stars such as Minnie Driver, Glenn Close and Rosie O'Donnell have lent their voices to the film. 3. Lilo and Stitch Long before Moana, there was the first Disney movie set in Hawaii - Lilo and Stitch. The film follows a girl who lives with her sister who
decides to adopt a very strange pet. She names him Stitch, and he gets in trouble because, apparently, he's an alien. Although the galactic government has approached them, Lilo and his sister demonstrate that through the power of love and family, they all belong somewhere. 4. Zootopia (2016) The most recent film on this list was also the second highest-heeled film of 2016 and
the 24th highest-etching film of all time. Disney animated film follows Judy Hopps, a working rabbit realize his dream of becoming the first rabbit police officer in the metropolis of Zootopia. Despite graduating at the top of her class, she is stuck with the parking service, a job that introduces to Nick, a cunning fox who joins Judy as she solves a mysterious case. The film features the
voices of Ginnifer Goodwin, Jason Bateman, Idris Elba and Shakira. 5. An extremely goofy movie (2000) This sequel may not be as good as the original A Goofy Movie (1995), but it brings the ever-lovable Goofy and his son Max back to the big screen. Max goes to college, but to his embarrassment his father loses his job and ends up enrolling in the same school. Having two pies
on campus undermines Max's desire for independence, and causes some friction between the father-son duo. 6. High School Musical (2006) The film that skyrocketed the careers of Zac Efron, Vanessa Hudgens and Ashley Tisdale caused a good scene when it was released in 2006. Inspiring several sequels, the film follows Troy (Efron), a starry athlete from a small town who
naives about nerdy beauty, Gabriella (Hudgens). The two audition for the upcoming school musical as the jealous Sharpay (Tisdale) tries to sabotage their chances. 7. The Jungle Book (2016) The Jungle Book | Disney While Disney's seemingly endless parade of sequels, rebooters, and live-action remakes is often cited as a symptom of Hollywood's lack of creativity, The Jungle
Book could actually be one of those rare cases where a remake surpasses - or at least matches - the original. Using motion-capture technology to bring the various talking animals to life, director Jon Favreau created a moving story about an orphaned boy raised by wolves. Although The Jungle Book didn't take home any Oscars, it earned a nomination for Best Result in Visual
Effects. 8. Honey, We Shrunk Ourselves (1997) The sequel to Honey, I Shrunk the Kids and Honey, I Blew Up the Kid turns the tables on the initial stories. This time, instead of restricting or blowing up his children, inventor Wayne Szalinski (Rick Moranis) shrinks, his wife, brother, and sister-in-law. Parents watch in horror as their children throw a house party after thinking adults
have left them to look after themselves. The film was a direct-to-video film, but it is a key episode for lovers of the trilogy. Additional reporting by Becca Bleznak. Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Netflix is good for many things, but its supply of amazing sex scenes could be at the top of the list. With that in mind, it's right for us to compile a list of the sexiest
movies on Netflix in case you need them for search purposes. Given the breadth of the options, it should come as no surprise that the streaming service offers many hot movies. Here, 12 movies that feature some of the best sex scenes on Netflix. (We also have a list of shows on Netflix with great sex scenes, as well as a list of LGBTQ+ shows and movies on Netflix that also have
scenes of Unreal. Clearly, we're all about wealth sharing when it comes to the best sex scenes on Netflix.) 1. Palm trees in the snowThis Spanish historical love story takes a look back in time at the relationship between (Mario Casas) and Bisila (Berta Vázquez), an interracial couple who need to keep their connection secret due to the prejudices of the time. Tune in to the intrigues
that persist between generations, as well as the intense sex scene that opens the movie.2. Under your MouthLet, kick things off with a real banger, right? Below Her Mouth revolves around Dallas (Erika Linder) and Jasmine (Natalie Krill), two women who have a whirlwind romance that takes them each on a path of self-discovery. Bonus: The film was produced by an all-female
crew with the hope of making it as authentic as possible. We wanted to honestly express a [feminine] vision of intimacy, honesty, lust, sex, love, and what excites us, director April Mullen told IndieWire.3. Someone bigThis beloved Netflix original follows three best friends (played by DeWanda Wise, Gina Rodriguez and Brittany Snow) who vow to have an incredible night together
before Rodriguez's character leaves. Although there are various sexy (and sweet) moments scattered throughout the film, a particularly memorable sex scene takes place in a club bathroom between two people who prooobably shouldn't be connected. You'll get it when you look at it.4. LoveOne piece of promo art for this movie seems to present two two-person languages halfway
through the makeout until you look closer and realize, hey, there's a third language (and person) in the mix. Intrigued? A little more to get you completely involved: The movie starts with Electra (Aomi Muyock) and Murphy (Karl Glusman) completely naked and using their hands to take off each other. (Well, one of them ends. We'll make you guess who.) In the film, which describes
electra's relationship with Murphy before and after inviting outsider Omi (Klara Kristin) to join, it's only from there.5. Duck butterThe premise of this movie lends itself to many quality sex scenes. Naima (Alia Shawkat) and Sergio (Laia Costa) join a club. Fed up with the usual innaffable rigamarole that can come with modern appointments, they decide to immerse themselves directly
in intimacy by spending the next 24 hours together and having sex per hour the whole time. Come for sex, stay for exploration of what it really means to have an honest and emotionally close romantic relationship today.6. NewIs another meditation on modern romanticism. Strangely enough, it also stars Laia Costa, who this time plays a character named Gabi. Nicholas Hoult plays
in front of her in martin's name. Both looking for something beyond our happy digital dating landscape, they do their best to form a lasting connection in a world where there are seemingly endless options. Their sex is sometimes with each other and sometimes with other people, but the bottom line is that chemistry between two produces some of the best sex scenes on Netflix.7.
Nappily Ever After If this sounds familiar, it could be because the movie generated a lot of, well, buzz when Sanaa Lathan shaved all her hair to play the main character of the film. Violet is going through a bit of a crisis, to put it lightly, after realizing that her guy will never marry her. As much as she tried to be perfect for him (and for everyone but herself), she realizes it would never
be enough. So, he cuts his hair and decides to learn and love who he really is. In case you haven't guessed, that trip involves sex, including a particularly aspirational shower scene.8. TigerRamón, a professional boxer who has surpassed the primacy of his career, begins with Deborah, a boxer who is much newer on the scene. Since they're both pretty athletically inclined, it's no
wonder their sex scenes are even more intensely physical and primal than many sex scenes on Netflix. (Which still have other points in their favor, of course.) 9. The Land of GodThis film, set in the austere but extraordinary English countryside, revolves around the explosive sexual and romantic relationship between Johnny (Josh O'Connor) and Gheorghe (Alec Secareanu).
Think: Many tender sexual moments set in the hills at sunset or inside by cozy candlelight, nuzzles around their necks to quirks, asleep on each other's shoulders, all that sweet and intimate stuff.10. CompulsionI's yet another movie on the list that opens with people really going there, leting you know you're ready for a surprise if you're looking for the sexiest movies on Netflix.
Which you are. Then. You are welcome! This film is about the escapades of an erotic author (Sadie, played by Analeigh Tipton) on her book tour of Europe. It's one of those thrillers that juxtaposes tension in pretty much every way, even sexually. He also delights in cults, if that's your thing.11. Martina seccaThis Spanish-language film is about finding a woman to recover her lost
libido. Martina, played by Antonella Costa, is an Argentine singer whose fame has retreated and who feels as if her capacity for desire is a fact of the past. Dissatisfied with that reality, she is determined to return her libido, which results in quite a couple of great sex scenes.12. Y Tu Mamá TambienThis is a modern classic for a reason. Y Tu Mamá Tambien tells the story of two
best friends, Tenoch (Diego Luna) and Julio (Gael García Bernal), who have the kind of closeness that only occurs when they grow up together. After meeting a woman named Luisa (Maribel Verdú), the three embark on a journey. Spoiler alert: Expect a lot of sexual tension to escalate to a rather explosive trio. Related: trio. Related:
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